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A delicate lightness characterises TEAM 7’s seamless connection between the dining and 

kitchen areas, which they will be presenting at the imm cologne 2017: filigno is the name of 

the new range, with elegant, sleekly designed solid wood sideboards and highboards that 

reflect their formal counterpart in the kitchen of the same name. This spatial and functional 

crossover is achieved through a sideboard with an add-on functional ceramic element. In 

the dining area the piece serves as a sideboard, while the raised component definitely 

belongs to the kitchen, which is clear from the working height and the change of material 

from wood to ceramic.

Linear and light

This is the essence of elegance in wood: the sides and top board of the new filigno occasional 

furniture are made of 3-layer wood panels that are only 12 mm thick, and that encase 

the body. As an elegant corner detail, a fine shadow line loosens up the closed covering 

and emphasises the delicate appearance of the sideboards and highboards, which are 

supported by slides or by a recessed plinth, creating an illusion of floating. With a variety 

of opening methods, the fronts are available in a choice of solid wood, glass in the colour 

of your choice, and now also in ceramic. These materials can be combined to create a 

uniform or a more varied overall look. Versatile design elements, open or with glass doors, 

and with optional integrated lighting, loosen up the look even further. filigno highlights 

TEAM 7’s expertise with solid wood – shown here in the fine construction using very thin 

triple-layering technology with end-grained wood edgeband and other precise details of 

workmanship even in the interior. The jury of the ICONIC AWARD 2017 is also persuaded of 

this sublime furniture line and rewarded filigno with Interior Innovation - selection.

filigno: Bridging the gap with delicate refinement
New furniture for a new kitchen – this is how traditional living spaces can be combined

filigno kitchen

filigno highboard

close-up filigno highboard
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Refinement and balanced proportions

Clean lines, a cubic framework, and pure materials – the new TEAM 7 kitchen, filigno, 

promises to live up to its name, achieving elegance and delicate refinement through highly 

precise craftsmanship in solid wood. Design motifs featured in the occasional furniture 

appear again here – the triple-layered casing and shadow gap, the cupboard fronts made of 

solid wood, ceramic or glass, and the recessed plinth. A ceramic functional element is used 

to link the kitchen and the living-dining area. To do this it can be attached on top of a low 

sideboard. This change in height allows the sideboard to straddle the two structures both 

in terms of form and function. The design proportions of this element follow the style and 

lines of the cupboard fronts and balances between the body heights of 670 and 804 mm. The 

TEAM 7 design elements can also be integrated into the filigno kitchen as a recurring and 

connecting feature. This means that the appearance, materials, and formats correspond 

across the different areas, creating a harmonious unity. 

The kitchen is the heart of the home

The living room and kitchen range of the Austrian solid wood specialist TEAM 7 offers a 

wide variety of planning options in many different styles. All living areas can be combined 

seamlessly, and the kitchen can be integrated into the floor plan as the heart of the home. 

A wide choice of extendable and non-extendable tables, chairs, benches, bar stools, and 

occasional furniture, together with the customised production to order, make it possible to 

create individual holistic design solutions – perfectly coordinated not only in wood type and 

design, but even in the wood grain markings.

filigno sideboard

close-up of the filigno sideboard,  
highlighting TEAM 7‘s expertise  

with solid wood (fine construction  
and shadow gap) 


